
The R:COM® In-Cab Communication feature provides cost effective and efficient 
message and job information to drivers. The job information feature combined 
with on-board GPS Satellite Navigation feature routes vehicles safely and easily to 
the required destination, thus saving money and maximizing fleet efficiency.

R:COM handles driver communication, job management and planning, 
driver routing/navigation and provides full back office visibility of job 
status.

R:COM provides flexible two-way driver messaging with support for 
standard messages, customer specific predefined ‘Quick Messages’ and 
multiple entry ‘Form Messages’.

R:COM can send single or multiple job details and locations with 
navigation coordinates from the office to the drivers - simple and quick.

R:COM automatically programs the job destinations into the GPS Sat/
Nav. The driver presses one button to select the next stop or mark a job 
as done, making their task safer, easier, more efficient and compliant 
with the law. 

R:COM allows office staff to continuously monitor the progress of each 
job and also the estimated time of arrival (ETA) as reported by the 
in-vehicle GPS Sat/Nav application.

R:COM GPS Satellite Navigation is provided in partnership with  
industry-leaders Garmin or ALK (depending on the in-cab device 
selected).

R:COM Truck Friendly Routing (in partnership with Garmin and ALK/
CoPilot) routes the vehicle depending on physical restrictions such 
as the vehicle’s height, weight and length. The vehicle route will also 
be dependent upon road warning information such as steep hills, 
heavy cross winds, camber or sharp turns.

R:COM provides a range of in-cab terminals to suit customer needs 
and budget. R:COM supports the entire range of Garmin Nuvi devices 
for basic messaging and job management. For more complex 
operations where Form Messages or custom work flow screens are 
required then the TREQ in-cab terminal range is recommended.

R:COM in-cab driver terminals are rugged and have a common user 
interface designed for ease of use and minimal input to aid safety and 
efficiency.

EnhanCEd FEatuREs

“Our coast to coast truck load 
operation means that our 
drivers spend most of their 
working month on the road 
so our communication with 
them has to be ultra reliable 
and efficient. We chose R:COM 
because of its advanced 
features, reliability and overall 
it was the clear industry 
leader in our opinion. We have 
R:COM on our fleet of 2,400 
refrigerated trailers and based 
on our experience running this 
product over the last two years 
it made the decision to choose 
R:COM for our trucks even 
more compelling.” 

Russ McElliott 
President, TransAm Trucking Inc.
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R:COM improves communication between your office staff and your drivers, saving time and money on costly back 
and forth phone calls.

R:COM eliminates time and fuel wasted by the drivers trying to find the destination.

R:COM improves job planning and people management making your operation more efficient.

R:COM improves safety  and optimises vehicle utilization with smart easy to use navigation.

R:COM delivers significant fuel savings due to improved fleet utilization and reduced distance travelled.

GREatER savInGs

Driver In-Cab Communication

Enhanced Features, Greater Savings

Feature Preview

R:COM provides comprehensive and user friendly messaging and job management 
features for the driver. Drivers love the simple and intuitive screens.

Program the in-cab terminal with a list of predefined commonly used messages 
(Quick Messages) to save your driver time and improve communication updates to 
the office. 

Send job details to the driver with navigation coordinates to simplify the drivers day. 
The driver clicks one button and the GPS Sat/Nav will guide them to the destination. 
The estimated time of arrival is reported to the office live.

R:COM includes the ability to add customer specific screens, for example Vehicle 
Inspection reports or Incident reports. The customer can also design and upload 
custom data entry forms. 

R:COM GPS Satellite Navigation is provided in partnership with  industry-leaders
Garmin or ALK (depending on the in-cab device selected). R:COM also offers Truck 
Friendly Routing which routes the vehicle depending on physical restrictions such 
as the vehicle’s height, weight and length.
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